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Abstract: The most resource-intensive and laborious part of debugging is
finding the exact location of the fault from the more significant number of
code snippets. Plenty of machine intelligence models has offered the effective
localization of defects. Some models can precisely locate the faulty with more
than 95% accuracy, resulting in demand for trustworthy models in fault
localization. Confidence and trustworthiness within machine intelligence-
based software models can only be achieved via explainable artificial intelli-
gence in Fault Localization (XFL). The current study presents a model for
generating counterfactual interpretations for the fault localization model’s
decisions. Neural system approximations and disseminated presentation of
input information may be achieved by building a nonlinear neural network
model. That demonstrates a high level of proficiency in transfer learning, even
with minimal training data. The proposed XFL would make the decision-
making transparent simultaneously without impacting the model’s perfor-
mance. The proposed XFL ranks the software program statements based
on the possible vulnerability score approximated from the training data.
The model’s performance is further evaluated using various metrics like the
number of assessed statements, confidence level of fault localization, and Top-
N evaluation strategies.

Keywords: Software fault localization; explainable artificial intelligence; state-
ment ranking; vulnerability detection

1 Introduction

Artificial intelligence that can be explained (XAI) is a critical component of boosting public con-
fidence in intelligent machine systems. According to different basic assumptions, these XFL strategies
were created to assess the possibility of each statement being erroneous, known as suspiciousness, using
various fault locator functions. Software developers focus on the accuracy of their products’ functions
since they are so commonplace in our everyday lives. Debugging software has been more challenging
over the last several decades as the complexity and volume of software have increased. Large-scale
software systems need extensive debugging, even if test results or erroneous behavior suggest that
the program is defective [1]. Some combinations of system characteristics are required to disclose
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these defects, resulting in unpredictable behavior. The interplay between these elements causes the
malfunction of the system.

Code faults that affect just very few or maybe even a single statement of code is often the
source of issues. Model-based safe development process or current compilations of the good security
vulnerabilities and recommendations must be supplemented with analytical quality assurance methods
for finding fault in source code to minimize such errors. Due to modern software’s rising scale and
complexity and the increasing list of possible attacks, human source code vulnerability identification
must be backed by automated procedures. These methods may (i) accurately discover possible faulty
and (ii) lead programmers to the susceptible code fragments. The strategies should also be (iii) scalable
to real-time application software, (iv) generalizable across software projects, and (v) easy to set up or
configure. And none of the present approaches meet most of these criteria.

Some of the most common ways for building predictive models for different software engineering
activities like fault detection or effort estimate include machine learning techniques. The software
intelligence literature’s predominant criteria for assessing predictive models is accuracy (as measured
by metrics such as precision, recall, F-measure, Mean Absolute Error, and similar). Support Vector
Machine (SVM), ensemble approaches, and deep neural networks are sophisticated and complicated
models that increase predicted accuracy [2]. It is challenging for software developers to grasp and
interpret the predictions made by these “black box” models, which many regarded as difficult to
comprehend. Due to a lack of confidence in software analyses due to its lack of interpretability, the
industry has been reluctant to accept or use the technology. A model’s predictions are worthless if
software practitioners don’t know how to interpret them. They’re also worthless if they have to devote
project resources or time to implementing the forecasts. If the model has a good track record of
accuracy throughout testing, it might help build confidence. However, when the model is deployed
and used “in the wild,” the outcomes may be different. Because the model creator already knows
the test data, the “future” data may be radically different from the test data, reducing the prediction
machine’s usefulness considerably. Model predictions that deviate from the software developer’s
expectations are particularly critical in establishing trust (e.g., sending alarms for areas of coding that
the developer expects to be “clean”) [3]. To build trust with practitioners, an explanation must be clear
and concise. However, it’s not the only factor in a practitioner’s opinion. To fix a bug, generally, the
software programmer wants to know how a fault localization model predicts a particular statement is
vulnerable. To put it another way, marking a file as “defective” is not always sufficient. Such predictions
need those developers to have some trace and rationale for them.

The current study is largely motivated from the conventional fault localization techniques, that
ranks the statements based on the probability of being vulnerable. There is a demand for the model
that is transparent in assigning the rank and the decision making. Moreover, the feature weight
optimization and the normalization that have a significant impact on the performance of the neural
network model are being observed and evaluated in the current study. The main objective of the present
study is to develop a robust fault localization model whose decisions are interpretable. The proposed
model relay on the Explainable Artificial Intelligence framework, where the decisions made by the
model are explainable and interpretable to build a trustworthy model. Some of the pivotal objectives
of the current study are listed below

� To design and build a robust model that can assist in localizing the faulty statements associated
with the program.

� The code statements in the software program are associated with the rank that determines the
possible vulnerability related to the program statement.
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� The decision model and the probabilistic measures associated with the vulnerability score must
be explainable and interpretable for the software professional.

� The outcome associated with the XFL would be more precise when performing the optimiza-
tion, the feature weights, and batch normalization.

� In evaluating the score associated with the statements, the global best and the best score within
the program fragment are considered optimal.

� The statement with the highest score is assumed to be more vulnerable, and by introspecting
those statements, the debugging process must be made easy.

The entire study is organized across various sections, where Section 1 elaborates more on the
introduction to the field of study and the objectives. Section 2 is the literature review where various
existing models are discussed in line with the proposed model. Section 3 elaborates more on the
background of the study that discusses the XAI-driven feature weight optimization. Section 4 presents
the proposed XAI-driven fault localization model and the layered architecture of the deep neural
network model. Section 5 focuses on the results and discussion associated with the proposed model,
and Section 6 presents the conclusion of the study.

2 Background

XFL algorithms attempt to uncover unknown vulnerabilities over the target software by training
numerous vulnerability patterns from pre-existing data. Data collection, model creation, and evalua-
tion are the three most used DLVP procedures. After gathering training data, an appropriate model
is chosen depending on the design goal and resource-related constraints. Initially, the training data is
processed in the manner suggested by the classifier. After that, the classifier is trained to reduce the
loss function. The trained model is employed to use in localization practices.

The majority of the model’s design is generated by the data that will be included. Token-based
or graph-based models are prominent Deep Learning-based vulnerability detection solutions. The
data items are a deep learning-based fault detection model trained on a massive real-time dataset
[4]. VUDENC [5] concentrates on a textual way of presenting the source code to ensure readability
across a wide range of applications. The vulnerable ranking of the program statements and the
fragments are built through a dynamic slice of a failed test case’s erroneous output. A dynamic slice
comprises an execution log and the stack traces of executed programs. Furthermore, as the program
fragmentation criteria, the model employs the program statements with their probabilistic vulnerability
rank that highlights the defective statements identified through a failed test case. Those statements
might influence subsequent after fault statements [6].

The proposed approach is based on features extracted connected with the valuation process to
analyze the software snippet’s operating method. As a result, the features are prioritized according
to the probability of the fragment failing. The ranks are then utilized to examine the software’s
design principle and work technique closely. All static and dynamic features were evaluated for fault
localization and other extensive feature sets [7]. Across programming languages, the employment of
numerous classes, packages, and objects is prevalent. Other aspects are static, while objects are formed
at run-time. Their relationship is primarily dynamic [8]. Fig. 1 depicts a few of these correlations.
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Figure 1: Image representing the vulnerable statements in association with the test cases

Comprehensive static and dynamic investigation of a software program is required for discovering
vulnerable statements in the program. Static analyses describe the system, whereas dynamic analysis
profiles the often-utilized parts. These components are the first to be restructured or optimized. The
static feature collection consists of a set of parameters associated with the software program that may
be vulnerable, resulting in a defect in the program fragment or program malfunction. The feature set is
more about the program’s information that explains the entire framework, including integer utilization,
logic, conditional expressions, statement indentation, labels, and annotations used throughout the
program. Static program information preserves the program structure, but even advanced analysis
approaches retrieve only a limited amount of knowledge about the program’s behavior beforehand.
Some of the static features are being presented in Tab. 1 [9].

Table 1: Presents the various features associated with the subject programs

Feature Feature description

#t_Lines, #f_Lines Total lines of program in complete software and Program
fragment respectively

#indt Illustrates the level of indentation.
#t_comments, #f_comments The total number of comments used throughout the software

and the program fragment, respectively.
#t_label, #f_label The total number of labels in the complete software and

program fragment, respectively.
#t_anno, #f_anno The total number of annotations in the complete software

and the program fragment.
#t_null, #f_null The total number of null values in the complete software and

the program fragment.

(Continued)
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Table 1: Continued
Feature Feature description

#t_token, #f_token Illustrates the total number of tokens in the complete
software and the program fragment.

#t_kyw, #f_kyw Illustrates the total number of keywords in the complete
software and the program fragment.

#t_optrs, #f_optrs Illustrates the total number of operators in the complete
software and the program fragment.

#t_vars, #f_vars Illustrates the total number of variables in the complete
software and the program fragment.

The associated dynamic features in the software statements are identified by repeated evaluation
through the test cases, looking at the program’s reaction towards the test cases, and interpreting
the stack information to see how the program behaves. The dynamic features, code fragments, and
vulnerable statements associated with the software program are recognized through the models. All
the statements are classified using an explainable fault localization mechanism. Fig. 2 represents the
set of features used in classifying the features as low and highly vulnerable.

Figure 2: Image representing the feature set for fault localization
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3 Literature Review

It is necessary to choose input data, execute the program code, and validate the quality of
calculated outputs to test key source codes at the unit level. An example of symmetric testing is shown.
An oracle or formal specification isn’t necessary for symmetric testing, which aims to investigate the
program that doesn’t need one. Source code alternation associations are commonly used to automate
testing. Automatic test case data generation and symmetries are the primary components of symmetric
testing, which look for defects or vulnerabilities in software systems. However, writing and debugging
automated test scripts is one of the drawbacks of automated testing approaches. Machine learning
(ML) approaches may also be used to assess the defectivity of software modules or programs. Software
defect prediction (SDP) is the term for this strategy where a technique that uses machine learning
approaches to analyze software data to find bugs in individual software modules or components.
Unsupervised and supervised machine learning techniques have been explored in this research and
tested in SDP.

Research has yielded several new defect detection technologies. Such technologies often take
stand-alone software packages, either analyzing pattern data offline or giving the complex manage-
ment system an online analysis. The slice-based approach [10] divides the program code into several
components called segments. The fragment answer is used to test each part for bugs. Static slicing helps
developers uncover bugs faster by decreasing the searching space. Because a failure may be attributed
to a variable’s values, debugging can only examine the vulnerable slice rather than the whole package.
The disadvantage of using static slicing is that it includes all operational snippets that may affect the
parameter value. As a result, it may make inaccurate predictions. The fragment that affects a specific
value viewed at a given position may also be determined through dynamic slicing.

Most conventional static analysis tools rely on rule-based systems that define susceptible code
aspects. On one side, establishing such characteristics using human specialists is laborious and error-
prone, resulting in incomplete rule sets. Using general features like software metrics suffers from large
false-positive rates, whereas trials using structural techniques like code clone detection and similarity
search suffer from unacceptable false-negative rates. If somehow the program fails, the log data may
pinpoint the problem. It reveals which parts of the software under test have been inspected. State-
driven fault localization maintains a record of the numbers and results of fragments in the program
and occasionally examines the values for fault localization. Faults are identified by comparing the
states of development and reference versions of program fragments. It also modifies parameter values
to detect erroneous program execution. Using an unsupervised hybrid Self-Organized Map (SOM)
based approach, Viji et al. [11] created a Prediction of SFP-based fault classes. This model was able to
identify detailed software problems, and it was combined with two Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference
System (ANFIS) techniques that assessed metrics for fault detection [12], When these measures were
modeled, the resultant model’s defect detection became more accurate. Furthermore, the degree of
defects that occurred in a system crash or unable to open required system files were not considered.

Keywords from such a web database are used by Pang et al. [13]. According to the researchers,
Pang] categorizes entire Java classes as either susceptible or not. A dataset associated with four
Android apps works over java was used to test the effectiveness of an n-gram model in conjunction with
feature selection (ranking) to minimize the number of irrelevant characteristics that needed to be taken
into account while increasing the number of relevant features. After that, they learn by using support
vector machines. Cross-project prediction, on the other hand, has had a lower success rate than inside
a single project. A study by Lwin et al. [14] shows that machine learning may minimize the number
of false positives while looking for XSS and SQLI flaws in PHP code. Static analysis techniques
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are boosted by a multi-layer perceptron trained to supplement the user selection of particular code
properties. Although they found fewer flaws than static analysis, it reduced false-positive rates. Layered
Recurrent Neural Network with an Iterated Feature Selection method (L-RNN) [15], After including
the L-RNN, the network can do better in terms of predicting software faults. An efficient model
was needed to increase the accuracy of fault prediction based on specified criteria produced by the
researchers.

When using hand-crafted features, it’s difficult to capture the source code’s syntax and semantics
fully. Even if two pieces of code have the same structure and complexity, most conventional code
statistics cannot tell them apart if they implement distinct functions. There would be no difference
in the number of tokens or function calls if we changed a few lines of code in the fragments. As a
result, semantic information is more critical for defect prediction than these measurements. Modern
techniques commonly include extracting the implicit structure, syntactic and semantic features from
the source code rather than employing hand-crafted features explicitly. Convolutional neural networks,
long short-term memory (LSTM), and transformer architecture are perhaps the most widely used
deep learning approaches for software fault identification. The following were still the issues with
the current models: These models necessitated additional software fault prediction techniques with
integrated classifiers, which resulted in optimization concerns and overfitting issues [16]. Class
imbalance issues were introduced into the system, lowering the accuracy of software fault classification
and preventing the system from exploring for a greater number of defects. The interpretability of the
features selection and optimization of the feature set for classifying the statements in the program with
possible vulnerabilities.

4 Methods and Material

The proposed fault localization model assesses the vulnerability score of the statements in the
software program using the explainable neural network model. The features play a significant role in
approximating the vulnerability score. The weights associated with the features are evaluated through
the feature correlation using XAI-Feature Engineering model (XAI-FEM).

4.1 XAI-Driven Feature Weight Assessment

XAI-FEM uses a feature weighting strategy to enhance similarities among instances in the same
category while deteriorating similarities among instances in other categories. XAI-FEM varies with
our technique regarding the similarity measure, refinement strategy, and feature subset selection. The
stability of the feature is assessed to determine the significance of the feature for further processing.
The stability of the feature is denoted by �, which is being assessed using Eq. (1)

� = 1 −
1
s

s∑
f =1

x2
f

m
d

× (
1 − m

d

) (1)

From Eq. (1), the variable s denotes the number of features, and the variable m denotes the mean
of the features selected. The m

d
in the stability assessment designated the hypergeometric distribution.

The value of x2
f for the variance among the selected feature and the n selected categories of features,

whose value is determined through the Eq. (2)

x2
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n − 1
m̂f

(
1 − mf

)
(2)
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In Eq. (2), the variable m̂f denote the proportion of the feature f being selected. In the initial
feature weight assessment process, the stability of the futures is considered in weight assessment.
Interpolation M times the training data yields various subgroups. This is the only contemporary metric
that meets all five characteristics like strict monotonicity, fully defined, correlation, maximum stability,
and bounds [9]. The similarity among the feature categories with instances im

r , in
r is assessed through

the following Eq. (3)

sR
mn =

n∑
r=1

� × ρR
(
υm

r , υn
r

)
(3)

From Eq. (3), the variable ρR denotes the correlation factor among the two feature instances
belonging to two different categories. Eq. (4) approximates the initial feature weight over the sample
s, for the ith feature fi is determined through the variable iw (s) over the category label c as follows

iw (s) = sR
mn (fi, c)

mean (mi (s) , e (c))
(4)

From Eq. (4), the function mi ( ) denotes the mutual information over the sample, which is derived
as shown in Eq. (5) and the function e ( ) denotes the entropy associated with the category, overtraining
data with Ts samples, which is determined through Eq. (6) as shown below
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p∑
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(5)

e (c) = −
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x=1

ρ

( |cx|
Ts

)
log

( |cx|
Ts

)
(6)

Using the formulas mentioned above, the stability of the corresponding feature and the initial
feature weights are being assessed. The feature weighting process is especially effective for occurrences
based on training frameworks, where a distance measure is often produced using all features. Fur-
thermore, feature weighting may minimize the chance of overfitting by reducing noisy features, hence
boosting the prediction performance.

4.2 Feature Weight Normalization and Optimization

Convolutional neural networks typically contain weights than pre-activations, normalizing the
weights is generally computationally less expensive. Normalization is a scaling method that involves
shifting and rescaling values to fall somewhere between the numbers zero and one. It is useful when
the data distribution does not match the Gaussian distribution. Normalization may be advantageous
in strategies such as deep neural networks that don’t make explicit assumptions about the data
distribution. The linear min-max function [17] is used in scaling the feature weights, as shown in
Eq. (7). When using this procedure, the features or outputs in any range are rescaled into a new range.
Typically, the feature weights are scaled between 0 and 1.

f new
w = fw − fmin

fmax − fmin

(7)

The weight optimization is performed by considering the cumulative density and probability
density functions identified by α, β, respectively, under the exploitation and exploration criteria. The
weight optimization is performed through Eq. (8)
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f opt
w =

p∑
x=0

q∑
y=0

α × wy × f x
yhit

−
p∑

x=0

q∑
y=0

β × wy × f x
ymiss

(8)

From Eq. (8), the variable wy illustrates the normalized weight corresponding to the feature
y. The variable f x

yhit
denotes the feature y over the nearest hit associated with instance concerning

to x and similarly the variable f x
ymiss

denotes the feature y over the nearest miss associated with
instance concerning to x. The cumulative density function (α) and probability density function (β)

are presented through Eqs. (9) and (10).

α (m ≤ P ≤ n) = n∫
m

f (x) dx (9)

β (x) = ∝∫
−∝

f (t) dt, for all x ∈ R (10)

4.3 Dataset Description

The proposed XFL methodology is evaluated using Siemens test case programs [18] and four
Unix system utilities [Software-Artifact Infrastructure Repository], including gzip, sed, flex, and grep.
Typically, these theme programs have been employed by numerous researchers to locate faults. On the
other hand, Unix utility software has both genuine and introduced defects [19]. Each topic program
has roughly 1000 test inputs in the Siemens validation set and consists of seven separate test programs:
sched2, print tokens, print tokens2, replace, and tot info2. The Unix real-life utility tool uses the gzip
program to compress and decompress files. The program’s capacity to shrink the size of named records
makes it popular. The gzip application accepts 13 arguments and a list of compressed files as input.
With 6573 code statements and 211 evaluation inputs, the program can provide a wide range of tasks.
To alter a stream of input, the sed program may be used. It is used to parse and modify user-supplied
data, where the software has 12,062 statements in the program and 360 evaluation inputs.

The flex software uses a lexical analyzer to complete its job. Guidelines, groupings of logical
operators, and C code were used to build the input files. Overall, 13,892 statements and 525 evaluation
inputs are included in the documentation package. The grep software accepts two parameters: a pattern
and a list of files to search. The program prints lines in every file that has matched a few of the
patterns. There are 12,653 input statements, with 470 supplied explicitly [20]. Unix utility programs
will now display both real and inserted errors. Tab. 4 lists the topic programs analyzed in the suggested
model assessment. An XFL model’s training and validation phases leverage the normal and susceptible
program statements. 60% of the program data samples are included in the training data. For most
samples, a 60% training dataset and 40% testing dataset are randomly selected from normal and
defective instances. Out of 40% of the testing dataset, 5% of the data is used for the purposed of
validation of the model for updating the feature weights and adjusting the neuron weights. The details
of the dataset programs concerning the number of statements and vulnerable program fragments are
presented in Tab. 2.

4.4 Implementation Platform

The proposed XFL model is implemented over the Windows platform using the training and
validation data in a python environment. The complete details of the implementation platform are
presented in Tab. 3.
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Table 2: Details of subject programs for evaluating XFL

Program type Number of program fragments
(Associated statements)

Number of test cases

print_token (Lex Analyzer) 7 (565) 4130
Schedule (Priority Scheduler) 10 (307) 2710
Replace (Sequence Replacer) 32 (412) 2650
tcas (Altitude Saperator) 41 (173) 1608
Sed (manipulator) 7 (12062) 360
total_info (Information
provider)

23 (406) 1052

gzip (Compressor) 5 (6573) 212
flex (Lex Analyzer) 22 (13892) 525
Grep (Pattern Searcher) 7 (12653) 470

Table 3: Details of implementation environment

Environment Specification

Platform Windows
Operating system Windows 10 Home (64-bit)
Make Lenovo Yoga Slim 7i
Processor Intel® Core™ i7-1165G7
GPU GeForce MX350
Environment Python
Packages Pandas, Numpy, Scikit

Table 4: Presents the sum of statements analyzed for fault localization in siemens validations set

Replace Schedule Schedule 2 print_token tot_info tcas

SNCM 567 612 651 658 600 660
Jaccard 457 569 580 602 456 380
Tarantula 492 525 571 570 425 363
Ochiai 435 533 538 518 345 307
FLCN-S 398 488 504 475 275 292
ABNR 322 407 468 431 198 253
XFL 305 397 451 425 186 234
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5 Explainable Fault Localization Through Deep Learning-based Vulnerability Detection Model

The proposed XAI-driven fault localization model is driven by a deep neural network that relay on
the optimized feature weights for ranking the statements in the programs. The training data provides
insights into the model’s static and dynamic features. The probabilistic evaluation of each statement
is done based on the feature and patterns associated with the statement, and the rank is assigned
to each such statement. The updated catalog of vulnerable statements is being prepared to evaluate
and troubleshoot the program. The framework associated with XAI-Fault localization is presented in
Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Image representing the XFL framework for fault Localization

Deep neural networks comprise three layers: the input nodes, the hidden nodes, and the output
vector. The current study of neural network layers is primarily concerned with determining the hidden
layer to calculate the number of layers in a network. The hidden layer in neural networks has an
abstraction impact and may extract information from the input. Simultaneously, the hidden layers
significantly influence the network’s processing power to extract features. If the hidden layers are
small, they may not fit the complex situations with a limited quantity of training data. In contrast, an
increase in hidden layers improves the overall network’s processing capabilities. However, hidden layers
have several negative consequences, such as increased computation complexity and local minima. As
a result, we conclude that having substantially fewer hidden layers is detrimental to network training.
To adapt to the various real situations, we must select the proper network layers.

When the training data of a deep neural network are validated, the nodes of the input and output
units can usually be identified directly; consequently, calculating the amount of hidden layer is perhaps
crucial. Suppose plenty of hidden nodes are involved in the design architecture. That will significantly
raise the training efforts, and excessive training may steer to contexts like overfitting. In contrast, the
network will not handle complex problems because acquiring information will deteriorate as hidden
nodes decrease. The hidden nodes are a direct link with the number of inbound and outbound nodes,
and a series of tests must establish it.

5.1 Layered Architecture of XFL

The proposed XFL-based deep neural network model encompasses three layers: that start with
the input layer, followed by the hidden layers, and ends with the output layer. The study of neural
network layers is primarily concerned with determining the hidden layers to calculate the layers in
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the proposed architecture. The hidden layer ‘i’ has an abstraction effect and may extract information
from the input. Simultaneously, the hidden layers directly influence the network’s processing power to
extract features.

The proposed model consists of the input layer constituted by the set of units associated with the
feature set processed by the XAI-driven feature processing component. The input layer performs the
responsibilities of the convolutional layer associated with the activation functions like Sinu-sigmoidal
Linear Unit (SinLu) [21] that can effectively handle the gradient diffusion and information loss issues.
The cumulative logistic distribution identified by σ (α) assists in smoothing the output when the value
of α is close to zero. The Equation for the SinLu is given by Eq. (11),

SinLu (α) = (α + β sin γα) · σ (α) (11)

where,

σ (α) = 1
1 + e−x

(12)

From Eqs. (11) and (12), the variables β, γ are the trainable parameters of the SinLu activation
function. And the symbol σ denotes the sigmoid function. Fig. 4 presents the layered architecture of
the XFL model.

Figure 4: The layered framework of the XFL model for statement rank evaluation

Dropout is a training strategy wherein randomly chosen units are being rejected. This implies
that their influence on subsequent unit’s activity is eliminated immediately to the forward pass, and
any change in the unit weight doesn’t influence the units over the backward pass. During the training
process, the conventional dropout is applied to every unit in the associated layer over a parameter
m, regulating the involvement of every such unit ny over a gating variable gy which is an independent
variable which could be either 1 with a probability ρ as a retainment ratio or else the value would be 0
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over the probability q = 1−ρ that indicates dropout ratio, the dropout factor is approximated through
the Eq. (13)

di = 1
m

p∑
j=1

ωij

(
gy · ny

)
(13)

From Eq. (11), the variable ωij denotes the associated weight of the unit, and the symbol · denotes
the scalar multiplication. Drop Neuron incorporates unpredictability into the training phase, forcing
every unit to acquire more resilient interpretations that are successful with variable input neuron sets,
improving generalization. Consequently, the final network under inference may be thought of as an
exponentially bigger ensemble of all potential subnets.

Following the convolution procedure, the activation function affects the outcome value. The initial
multi-dimensional features are mapped to improve the linear separability of the obtained features [22].
To be more exact, the preceding layer’s output would initially distribute over the one-dimensional
vector, i.e., full connection layer. The Equation for the fully connecting layer in the proposed XFL is
shown in Eq. (14)

f cl(j) =
p∑

x=1

wl
xy × SinLu (α) + biasl

y (14)

From Eq. (12), the component wl
xy denotes the weight associated with neuron x at layer l and the y

neuron at the next layer. Similarly, the variable biasl
y denotes the bias associated with all neurons at layer

l to the neuron y at the next level. The next consecutive layer associated with the XFL architecture is
the Softmax layer, which approximates the probability of the vulnerability related to the statement in
the software program. The SoftMax function across the multi-class problem [23] is being assessed as
shown in Eq. (15)

softmax = ezc∑c

m=1 [ezm]
(15)

From Eq. (12), variable c denotes the number of classes. In the current problem, we assume the
value of c = 3, as the statements are categorized as highly vulnerable, possible (moderately) vulnerable,
and safe.

5.2 Statement Ranking

The ranking is done to all the statements in the statements in the software program based on the
possible chances of being faulty or vulnerable. In rank assignment, the ranks are normalized initially,
and they are updated over the executed proceeds. The global best rank, i.e., the program statement with
the highest rank in the complete software program, and the local best, i.e., is the program statement
with the highest rank locally within the program fragment, are being considered for assigning the
ranks to the statements. Initially, the ranks are being normalized across the statements using the Min-
Max mode of processing the ranks [24]. The formula for the initial rank normalization to program
statements is shown in Eq. (16)

R′ = R − Rmin

Rmax − Rmin

(16)

From Eq. (16), the variable R represents the current rank corresponding to the statement and the
variable Rmin and Rmax is the highest and least ranks associated with the program fragment. Fine-tuning
every statement rank is done by comparing it to the global best, which means that the vulnerability rank
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associated with the current statement follows all other ranks across all program fragments, making it
possible to identify problems depending on where they occur and how much impact they do [25,26].
The ranks are updated in line with the global best ranks, as shown in Eq. (17)

Rnew = Rold + 1
κ

× |G_bestR − L_bestR| (17)

From Eq. (17), the variable Rnew represents the new assessed rank and the variable Rold denotes
the existing rank. The variables G_bestR, L_bestR designates the global best rank associated with best
ran across the software program, and local best is associated with the best rank within the program
fragment respectively. The variable κ is the influencing factor. Priority is given to resolving the more
susceptible statements first before the least important ones when updating the rankings concerning
the global best rank.

5.3 Hyperparameters

The learning evaluation of the proposed XFL model is important in evaluating the model’s
performance, which regulates the network’s weights about the loss gradience in general and the loss
gradience in particular. According to this assumption, the learning rate is assumed to be ideal, and the
model will progress towards the answer by taking into account all of the key elements in the prediction.
The learning capability is slower because of the decreased learning rate, leading to slow convergence.
However, a greater learning rate leads to a more rapid solution that may overlook certain aspects of
the learning process to be more efficient. The learning rate of the model is presented in Fig. 5.

Figure 5: Learning rate graph of XFL model

The hyperparameters like the accuracy and loss functions associated with the proposed XFL
model’s training and testing phases are presented in Fig. 6. It is apparent from the graphics that the
proposed model has exhibited reasonably good performance. A declining training loss towards the
conclusion of the curve indicates an underfit model. Underfitting is a context where the model’s error
rate over the training data is significantly high. On the other hand, overfitting is a context where there
is a reduction in the model’s ability to generalize to unseen data used for testing the model, resulting
in increasing generalization error. The validation loss plot reduces to the point, and again it starts
increasing.
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Figure 6: Accuracy and loss functions associated with XFL model

6 Results and Discussion

The preciseness of a defect localization technique must be evaluated using the correct metrics. The
present research evaluates the number of assertions, Wilcoxon signed-rank test, and Top-N. Defect
localization methods should be evaluated using an appropriate metric to establish their usefulness
and relevance. The percentage of snippets that don’t need to be examined to find a bug is defined
as the score for better interpretability. The percentage of code that needs to be reviewed until the
first statement in which a fault is found is defined as the exam score. Many studies employ the exam
score (ESoc) to determine if a defect localization approach is effective [27]. A technique E which
examines fewer code statements to find faults is considered more effective than technique F , which
needs more code statements for examination and hence takes more time to detect any defects [28].
Eq. (16) measures the statement’s vulnerability score as determined by vs and ts denotes the sum of
code statements in the software program used to calculate the ESoc values.

ESoc = vs

ts

(18)

The Wilcoxon signed-rank test [29] gives a thorough experimental evaluation of methodology
effectiveness. Top-N shows the percentage of mistakes which a fault detection approach ranks for
every vulnerable code snippet inside the Top N (where the value of N is evaluated against 5, 10)
locations. Consequently, as the size of N in Top-N drops, the measure grows stronger [30]. The XFL
performance is compared to the performance of state-of-art techniques like fault localization models
that include Jaccard [31], Ochiai [32], Tarantula [33], software-network centrality measure (SNCM)
[34], fault localization method based on complex network theory (FLCN-S) [35] and Aggregation-
Based Neural Ranking (ABNR) models.

The total amount of statements in the program that are to be analyzed to find faults in the subject
program is considered. As a result, for each program with N defective versions, the variables x (n)

and y (n) denotes the proportion of statements in the program that must be evaluated by two different
fault localization methods, namely x and y, to identify all faults associated with the kth version of the
software program. The method y appears to be more efficient than method x as it needs to evaluate
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fewer statements to identify the faults in the program; which is shown in Eq. (19)
N∑

n=1

y (n) <

N∑
n=1

x (n) (19)

The effectiveness of the XFL model is being evaluated concerning the number of statements of
subject programs of the siemens validation set that are being evaluated, and the performances are
tabulated in Tab. 4. It is desired that a robust model must localize the faulty statements by introspecting
the fewer number of statements in the program.

It is apparent that the proposed XFL model has outperformed among the other fault localization
techniques concerning the number of statements that are being analyzed for fault localization for the
siemens validation set. The same way of evaluation is done for the Unix utility programs to assess the
performance of the proposed model. Tab. 5 denotes the number of statements being introspected by
each model.

Table 5: Presents the sum of statements analyzed for fault localization in Unix utility programs

flex grep sed gzip

Ochiai 1497 3959 4269 3342
FLCN-S 1298 1848 3651 2357
ABNR 997 1241 3189 2109
XFL 986 1123 3017 2072

The proposed XFL model has outperformed in localizing the faults in the Unix Utility programs
with minimal statements compared to the state-of-art models. Furthermore, the suggested model has
been validated by utilizing the Wilcoxon signed-rank testing to evaluate if two autonomous code
samples are highly correlated. This assesses two samples’ overall cumulative probability ranks by
applying paired differential testing that returns the confidence measures. The XFL has been examined
the same way as other models that include the Jaccard, Ochiai, and Tarantula. Tab. 6 gives the
confidence measures associated with various fault localization models. The confidence measure shows
the degree of confidence level, with which the statement is identified as vulnerable.

Table 6: Presents the confidence level of fault localization in the siemens validations set

Replace Schedule Schedule 2 print_token tot_info tcas

Jaccard 98.32 98.83 98.33 99.17 99.33 98.77
Tarantula 98.45 97.63 98.36 98.66 99.24 98.43
Ochiai 97.22 97.88 97.88 95.47 98.58 92.50
ABNR 99.12 99.65 99.21 99.43 99.57 99.23
XFL 99.19 99.75 99.32 99.48 99.59 99.23

It is apparent from the obtained confidence values, which are presented in Tab. 6, for the siemens
validation set the performance of XFL is comparatively better than the other existing models. The
performance of XFL is slightly better than the Aggregation-Based Neural Ranking, where the decision
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model in XFL is interpretable. The obtained confidence value on experimenting over the Unix utility
programs is presented in Tab. 7.

Table 7: Presents the confidence level of fault localization for Unix utility programs

flex grep Sed gzip

Ochiai 99.49 99.95 99.84 99.89
FLCN-S 99.56 99.97 99.89 99.92
ABNR 99.86 99.97 99.91 99.95
XFL 99.89 99.98 99.95 99.95

XFL has exhibited a better confidence level for Wilcoxon signed-rank evaluation for determining
the correlation among the statements in the software program. In some cases, the performance of the
proposed model is slightly better than the ABNR model for subject Unix utility programs. The model
is evaluated against the Top-N assessment over the Unix utility program. The observed values are
tabulated in concern to the other state-of-art models in Tab. 8.

Table 8: Presents the top-N for Unix utility programs

Ochiai FLCN-S ABNR XFL

5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10

gzip 29.5 44.27 35.62 51.01 41.21 57.89 44.32 59.61
sed 32.82 40.67 41.01 49.00 48.27 54.20 51.11 57.92
flex 29.11 39.12 48.02 58.44 54.11 66.02 56.17 66.72

It can be observed from the experimental values presented in the above table. The proposed XFL
model outperforms the other existing model. The model has exhibited an overall performance of
97.4% accuracy, on precisely ranking the vulnerable program statements, which assists in localizing
the program’s faulty statements.

7 Conclusions

The proposed explainable fault localization model largely focuses on the interpretability and trans-
parency of the decisions made in ranking the statements. Using the suggested paradigm, developers
will rapidly and accurately identify the vulnerable statement and assign a rating based on the incorrect
statement to all subsequent statements. Compared to other methods of analyzing benchmark subject
programs such as the Siemens validation set and Unix utility applications, the suggested method for
fault localization demonstrates satisfactory performance. The model is validated using various criteria,
including the statements assessed for fault identification, the Wilcoxon signed-rank test, and the Top-
N. The findings show that the proposed XFL approach can locate vulnerable statements by analyzing
a smaller number of statements with higher confidence. The proposed model is explainable, and the
feature weight initialization and the optimization procedures are transparent for analysis. It can be
observed from the associated hyperparameters the model has exhibited an optimal performance.
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The proposed XFL model is evaluated over the pre-existing dataset for making the statistical
analysis more evident. However, the model can be further evaluated against the real-time programs
for better evaluation of the real-time performance of the model. Furthermore, to optimize the efforts
of training the model, a self-learning model that can dynamically learn from the previous debugging
outcomes can be employed for efficient fault localization and to avoid overfitting issues of the model.
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